Summing responses of cat soleus muscle spindles to combined static and dynamic fusimotor stimulation(1).
This is a study of the summation of responses of primary endings of muscle spindles to combined static and dynamic fusimotor stimulation in the soleus muscle of the anaesthetised cat. Summation, expressed as a summation coefficient, K, was measured under a variety of conditions including (1) at several, fixed muscle lengths using steady rates of stimulation, (2) using ramp-shaped increases in stimulation rates, (3) during passive stretches after muscle conditioning, and (4) during combined stretch plus stimulation. The predominant effect observed was occlusion, that is, the combined response was less than the sum of the two individual responses. The calculated mean K value for responses at fixed length was 0.156 (+/-0.005 S.E.M.). It was hypothesised that summation arose from electrotonic spread of generator current between the afferent terminals, either directly, or as a result of mechanical interactions between the contracting intrafusal fibres. Summation for responses from pairs of static fusimotor fibres gave a larger mean K value, 0.340 (+/-0.020 S.E.M.). These findings were interpreted in terms of a model of the muscle spindle where responses to dynamic fusimotor stimulation arise at one impulse generating site, and static fusimotor responses arise at another.